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Grid Size: 145W x 159H
Design Area: 10.36" x 11.36" (145 x 159 stitches)

Legend: Stitches

• DMC Cotton White white
⊙ DMC Cotton 307 lemon
△ DMC Cotton 3348 yellow green - lt
♡ DMC Cotton 3733 dusty rose
✖ DMC Cotton 797 royal blue
○ DMC Cotton 680 old gold - dk
● DMC Cotton 321 christmas red
▲ DMC Cotton 911 emerald green - md
↑ DMC Cotton 975 golden brown - dk
■ DMC Cotton 3371 black brown
□ DMC Cotton 738 tan - vy lt
★ DMC Cotton 3746 blue violet - dk
▶ DMC Cotton 209 lavender - dk
□ DMC Cotton 3864 mocha beige - lt
▲ DMC Cotton 954 nile green
♦ DMC Cotton 918 red copper - dk
● DMC Cotton 793 cornflower blue - md
• DMC Cotton 712 cream